










CAPT. MARVEL

WAIT-' IT'S NOT RIDICU-
LOUS AT ALL.' IT'S BRIL-

LIANT-' WITH CAPTAIN
MARVEL HELPING WE, THE
WORLD WOULD BE MINE-'

SURE FOR YEARS AND
YEARS HE'S KNOWN ME
AS AN EVIL BLACKGUARD,
BUT WHAT IF I WENT
BACK INTO THE PAST?
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Si
HEN.' A SLIGHT ADJUSTMENT ANP THE=)
MACHINE WILL CAST OFF RAYS Zl
WHICH WILL KILL RED CORPUSCLES']
WITH ALL HIS RED CORPUSCLES ffl

DE5TROYED, 8ILLV WILL DIE."

If
4
ELP-

" ALL THE
WHILE, CAPTAIN
MARVEL WAS HE,.,--

.
JG ME CONQUER

THE WORLD/ I CAN
WIPE OUT ARMIES J

AND THREATEN EARTH^
WITH THIS MACHINE/
BUT FIRST BILLV

DIES—NOW/
'

NOW THE MACHINE^
WILL KILL BILLV/ WITH
HIS DEATH CAPTAIN
MARVEL WILL BE GONE
TOO.' THEN, WITH THE
MACHINE HE INVENTED '

FOR ME, I'LL RULE THE
WORLD.' THIS IS THE
GREATEST AND BEST
PLOT I'VE EVER HAD-
WMV DiON'T I TRV

LONG AGO?

BUI THERE IS A STRANGE
HITCH TO THE SINISTER SCHEME.

SHAZ—WAIT-' HOLY MOLEY/
SOMETHING JUST STRUCK
ME LIKE A PILE DRIVER/
SIVANA, HOW DID YOU J
KNOW MY NAME WHEN
WE FIRST MET? I DIDN'T

TELL YOU.'

WHY— UH

AND HOW IN THE WORLD -

COULD VOU KNOW MY OTHER
IDENTITY WAS BILLY BATSON
THE NEWSBOY? YOU KNOW
TOO MUCH, SIVANA, TO BE
THE GOOP AND INNOCENT
SCIENTIST YOU

PRETEND
TO BE .' /

( WAIT

HER !
DN, F=

'fT J
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THERE IS A STRANGE RESULT IN SIVANA'S

MIND FROM THE VIOLENT COLLISION/W
r • HOLY MOLEY-' HE GOT A
TOUCH OF PARTIAL AMNESIA )//

FROM THIS.' HE DOESN'T
REMEMBER THIS
, WHOLE PLOT.'

M UTTER RAGE AT THE RUTHLESS PLOT, CAPTAIN

MARVEL WRECKS 1

SiVANA'S MACHINE. .. AND
THIS TIME SIVANA IS THE HELPER/

AS FOR YOUR MACHINE, I

SEE THAT IT COULD DO MORE
HARM THAN GOOD/ IT'S TOO
DANGEROUS TO EXIST.'

-cr/ THAT MEANS THAT WHEN HE ARRIVES .

&m BACK IN THE FUTURE OF 1951, HE
: K WON'T HAVE ANY MEMORY OF TRYING ,

THIS HORRIBLE SCHEME.' I'LL SET
THE DIAL FOR 1951.

'

KNEW THE TIME )f
HIP WOULD jd WEU

MATERIALIZE W TO I95L
HERE BECAUSE P? SiVANAl
REMEMBER SEND-
ING IT OFF

BUT.SIVANA HAS LOST W HEY, DIDN'T I

ALL MEMORY OF THAI *\ ESCAPE JAIL
INCIDENT.' IT ALL PROVES j AND—? NO,
HE CAN NEVER WIN.' THAT'S SILLY.' :

IVANA GOT CAUGHT / JUST GOT THROUGH
IN HIS OWN TIME M DECIDING IT WAS 4

TC1AC./ ^ \ir\ I ICC CCl"»Bllil/".

JtCAUSE THAT BIG -

RED CHEESE ALWAYS
DEFEATS MY PLOTS/
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DIMENSION
Jon Jarl Aih*

DANGER

If^ggs-j
$ By Eando Bind,'

MARS! ^ mean
Lieutenant Jon Jar! read the headline, shak-

ing his head, and then went on to the text.

"On Mars, too. the Black Blight has struck
crops, wiping out food supplies. The terrible

Black Blight is spreading on all the worlds,
steadily. Millions will die soon of starvation
unless the blight is stopped. The Solar System
faces the greatest emergency of history."

Jon put down the paper with a worried
frown. Civilization itself was threatened, jon
had just returned from a cruise to the planets
and had everywhere seen people with pinched
faces. There were billions upon billions of

people on Mars, Venus. Jupiter and all the
other planets. And they all faced doom if the
Black Blight was not halted in its savage
rampage. Couldn't the scientists somehow
stop it?

Jon's ring radio suddenly buzzed out. "Head-
quarters calling Lieutenant Jon Jar!! Report
immediately to Professor Zidwell. When you
arrive, you are under his orders. Urgent,"
Jon acknowledged the call and took the

rocket subway to the laboratory of Professor
Zidwell. He was an old wizened scientist, the
top notch expert in biological science.

"Lieutenant Jarl reporting," Jon said, salut-
ing. "What's up, professor? I'm at your serv-

"I will waste no time and come right to

the point," the scientist answered. "The reason
the Black Blight has spread is because its one
natural enemy is gone—this tiny insect."

He held up a small vial in which lay a dead
small blue insect. "This Blue Bug used to
feed on the Black Blight and keep it under
control. But a certain bird fed on the Blue
Bug and wiped it out. We found this out and
killed oft' those birds, but it was too late. This
is the last of the bugs able to stop the Black
Blight, We need more of these Blue Bugs

—

but none are left alive in our universe today!"
"None left alive in the universe?" Jon re-

peated. "Then we're sunk! What hope is

there?" ,

The scientist smiled strangely. "Notice, I

sdid our universe. But you see, there are other
universes besides ours,"

"You mean other galaxies?" Jon muttered.
"But they lie millions of light years away in

space. We can't reach them in our ships' at

all."

Professor Zidwell shook his head. "No, I

mean other universes right near us. Listen
carefully. You have heard of the Fourth
Dimension ? Weil, there fs also a Fifth
Dimension, and a Sixth, and a Thirteenth, and
so on, without end! All these dimensions lie

side by side, like the leaves of a book."
"But we can't reach those other dimensions

either," Jon protested. "The Fourth Dimen-
sion is like/ a ghost to us. Nobody has ever
visited another dimension."
"Follow me," said the professor, leading

the way to a walled space in which rested a

small rocket ship of odd design. "We can
reach other dimensions now. That is the
Dimension Drive Ship, just developed by the
Rocket Research Bureau, and they've turned
it over to me. And you. Jon Jarl, will pilot

that ship to other dimensions, seeking the
Blue Bug to save our civilization

!"

Jon was thunderstuck. But then he stiffened
and saluted. "As you say, sir. I'm under your
orders. Guess I'm to be a sort of Columbus,
first exploring the unknown dimensions be-
yond ours. When do I start?"

"Right now," said the scientist, "The con-
trols are simple. You will easily rocket into

the Fourth Dimension. Then to the Fifth and
down the line, until somewhere you find a
civilization which can supply you with the
Blue Bug."

Jon was surprised at the confident tone of

the scientist. "How do you know I'll find an-
other civilization and the Blue Bug? Isn't that
a remote possibiliity?"

"Maybe not," said the scientist. "Remember,
there are an infinite number of dimensions
beyond ours. By the laws of chance, one of
them may be quite similar to our universe.
At least, we hope so. Get in the ship."

Last words came from the scientist. "Of
course you will hit many strange and perhaps
dangerous dimensions in between. Some wi 1

1

be weird and frightening. But keep going, and
be careful. The fate of our civilization lies

with you. Good luck!"

Jon gripped the controls tensely and swung
Over the starting lever, with a dial set at a

marking of "4," for the Fourth Dimension.
The rockets drummed out, but the ship did
not move. That is, it did nut move in a physi-
cal direction in space^ It was moving into
another dimension. It was a weird sensation
to Jon, as if he were being whirled dizzily
among the stars.
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Suddenly, all was quiet again and Jon looked
out of his windshield—and gasped. A primeval
scene lay before his eyes, of steaming jungle-
iand. Giant dinosaurs glared fiercely over the
tree tops. One of them sighted the tiny ship
and thundered forward with its huge jaws
agape, Jon hastily shoved over his lever, and
the scene faded away as he went on.

"So that was the Fourth Dimension," Jon
breathed. "Like Earth's prehistoric days. Let's
hope the Fifth is better."

But the Fifth Dimensidn was worse, if any-
thing. The ground heaved under Jon's ship,
and a giant volcano spat fire nearby, and a
huge meteor fell with a crash not a mile away.
A world gone mad! All was chaos and destruc-
tion.

Jon wasted no time slipping into the Sixth
Dimension. This in turn was an utterly frozen
world, with endless reaches of ice and snow
in all directions. Small furry shapes scampered

"Little chance of civilization there," Jon
decided, moving on through the dimensions.
After that, it was like a strange dream. Jon
went from dimension to dimension, and each
was more queer than the last.

There was a world of water, and a world of
weeds, and a world where stones moved and
made noises. Another world had a blue sun
overhead. Another was dark with eight giant
moons hanging in the sky, shedding a somber
glow. All of these strange worlds existed just
beyond the Earth Dimension, yet were more
remote and alien than any star.

Was his quest hopeless? Would he never
strike a world that held civilization? Was the
Blue Bug unique to Earth alone?" Would he
return empty-handed?
Jon looked at his dial. He was materializing

in the Ninety Ninth Dimension. He gasped,
looking out. it must be a mistake. He must
have accidentally slipped back to the Earth
Dimension. For around him lay a city exactly
like the one he had left. The people were
human and dressed the same. Even the build-
ings and streets were almost the same. Had
he slipped back to Earth?
But Jon knew different when he tuned his

radio. The news made no mention of a Black
Blight or starvation. Then this world, far off
among the infinite dimensions, was almost a
duplicate of Earth itself! Professor Zidwell
had been right.

Jon^ stepped out, breathing air quite like
Earth's air. Now he could contact the authori-
ties and jfck about the Blue Bug. But sud-
denly, a figure came dashing around the cor-
ner, with a gun- in hand, and collided with
Jon, knocking him down. Jon instantly recog-
nized the type—a criminal! Jon whipped out
his gun, but the desperado shot first, knocking
Jon's gun away."

"A rocket ship, eh?" barked the criminal.
"Just what I want. A copper's after me, and
this is my chance to give him the slip. I'll

take your ship, pal."

Jon went cold. The criminal would take the
Dimension Ship, leaving Jon stranded in this
strange dimension! Jon tensed himself for
a desperate leap. The criminal noticed and
swung his gun. "All right, you asked for it,"

he rasped. "I'll drill you dead!"

Jon waited for death. It was all hopeless
and mad. He would die here." But another
figure in a uniform came dashing around the
corner and blazed away with his ray gun. The
criminal groaned and sank to his knees, clutch-,
ing his arm. Jon was saved.

He jumped up, extending a hand. "Thanks!
Your uniform is exactly like mine. You must
be a Space Policeman of this dimension.
I'm a Space Cop from the Earth Dimension.
I'll explain fully later, but right now, I want
specimens of the Blue Bug. Who is your top-
notch biologist?"

The other officer pondered a moment. "Why,
that would be our Professor Zidwell! I'll take
you to his laboratory."

"Professor Zidwell?" Jon was thunder-
struck. "You have a Professor Zidwell. too?
It's crazy—impossible—but there it is ! In
other words, our two dimensions are almost
exact duplicates of each other! Well, let the
mathematicians figure it all out, according to
the laws of chance and coincidence. All I want
is the Blue Bug to save our civilization from
the Black Blight. You can give me some liv-
ing specimens of the Blue Bug. And then I'm
going to hustle back home."

LATER, Jon Jarl stepped out of the Dimen-
sion Ship, hack home, and handed jars of

buzzing Blue Bugs to the eager professor, tell-
ing his story.

"It's not so strange," said the scientist
calmly. "You have heard how if an ape kept
blindly hammering away at a typewriter long
enough, he would eventually, by chance alone,
write the -.-hole Encyclopedia Erittanica!
Similarly, in a multitude of dimensions, one
must be a duplicate of Earth, that's all. By
the way, what was the name of that Space
Policeman who saved you?"

"That's the most fantastic of all!" Jon mur-
mured with dazed eyes. "I was saved by
myself! His name was . . . Lieutenant Jon Jarl
of the Space Police.'!'

THE END

Thf spnce exploits of Jon Jarl appear
in every «s«e of CAPT.41 IS MARVEL
AOVERTURES !
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a biff, new book for

MODEL BUILDERS

If you're on active model builder or if you're only Part-

ing lo work with balsa wood then here it a book you'll

keep for years! Packed with accurate plons and instruc-

tions for building over 25 different control-line and

free-flight model airplanes, battery driven boats and

scale automobiles, Handbook for MODEL BUILDERS also

contains complete list of all gas engines, tips on build-

ing and a special story on GETTING STARTED IN MC" 1.

BUILDING!

FAWCETT BOOKi 0.;- C-S. Grnnwidi CeOMcUwt. Wwm iftuiy

Just took What This Book Contains!

• 144 pages
/QjH

• Plans for 25 TESTED prelects

• Hundreds of photographs

• Gas Model Airplane Plans

• Model Boat Plans

• Model Car Plans

• plus many other models

At Your Local Newsstand 75 Cents a Copy
,




